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Following the instant success of our Wind room 
dividers, Jin Kuramoto has designed a new side 
table with his same trademark irregular, organic 
shapes. The table was commissioned exclusively for 
the new Zander K hotel in Bergen, Norway, with 
interiors by architects Claesson Koivisto Rune.  
The table comes in two heights, manufactured  
in a monochrome, stone-resembling material.

INSPIRATION FOR THE TABLE ”I like to see the tables as rocks in a forest,” 
says Jin Kuramoto.

”As the Wind room dividers became so popular even before they 
were properly launched, there is demand for a table that speaks the 
same organic form language,” says Anders Englund, Design Manager 
at Offecct. ”They are designed to work together in for example  
a hotel lobby or in an office landscape, but the table will also hold  
its own very well in any kind of interior environment.”
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OFFECCT
In collaboration with designers and architects from around the globe,  
we develop furniture with sustainable, functional and attractive design for  
all meeting places. Our operations are built on a genuine local craftsmanship tradition which 
we combine with the latest technological advances.

JIN KURAMOTO
Jin Kuramoto graduated from Kanazawa College  
of Art in 1999 and founded his own design studio in 
Tokyo in 2008. The studio applies its strong, clear and 
innovative design philosophy to products in the 
furniture, home electronics, automotive  
and daily necessities markets. The studio’s clients include 
brands such as Arflex Japan, Toyota, Nikon, Sony, 
Audio-Technica and Honda. 


